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HE FOXMEYER C O R P O R AT I O N

used to be one of the largest

wholesale drug distribution compa-

nies in the United States, with more

than $5 billion in annual revenues. At-

tempting to improve its competitive

position and prepare for growth, the

company decided to use a popular en-

terprise resource planning (ERP) sys-

tem, a group of software programs de-

signed to tie together disparate

company functions to create more

efficient operations in areas such as

the assembly or delivery of products.

FoxMeyer became an early be-

liever in the potential merits of ERP

systems and installed one with the

help of one of the most reputable sys-

tem integrators. Yet, by 1997, after

FoxMeyer had invested two and a half

years of effort and more than $100 mil-

lion, the company could only process

2.4 percent of the overnight orders

that it had with ancient legacy sys-

tems — and even that small percent-

age suffered from information errors.

The company fell into bankruptcy and

was acquired for a mere $80 million.

Its trustees are now suing its system

suppliers, blaming the ERP imple-

mentation for its business failure.

Is this an extreme case? Clearly.

Is this unusual? Sadly, no.

Implementations of ERP systems

are struggling throughout the world.

They take too long, cost too much and

fail to deliver the promised benefits of

competitive advantage and cost re-

duction. Despite the promise and the

high investment required to imple-

ment ERP systems, statistics show

that more than 70 percent of ERP im-

plementations, whether self-created

or designed by established ERP soft-

ware vendors, fail to achieve their cor-

porate goals. 

In a landmark study, the Standish

Group, a market research company
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specializing in software and electron-

ic commerce, looked at implementa-

tions in companies with more than

$500 million in revenues. The study

found that the average cost overrun

was 178 percent; the average sched-

ule overrun was 230 percent of origi-

nal expectations, and the average

slide in functional improvements was

an astonishing 59 percent deficit. (See

Exhibit I.) 

Still, such aggregate statistics

hide real, and specific, horror stories

about companies such as FoxMeyer

Drug and the Dell Computer Corpora-

tion that have tried the systems. Dell

publicly canceled its ERP system after

two grueling years and an expendi-

ture that exceeded $200 million. The

company could tell it would not get

the results for which it had paid so

dearly and switched to a combined

system/process solution that has

redefined the industry.

Despite the horror stories, more

than 20,000 companies worldwide

paid in excess of $10 billion to adopt

ERP systems in 1997 alone. Why do

companies persist in trying? Some be-

lieve ERP systems will reduce the

complexity inherent with using multi-

ple data sources and systems that

plague growth in global enterprises.

Others hope ERP systems will solve

the problem of legacy systems that in-

hibit re-engineering projects or the

unknown difficulties that will arrive

on Jan.1, 2000. Still others consider

ERP systems the strategic weapons of

the 21st century. 

In fact, ERP systems have deliv-

ered for some companies. For exam-

ple, use of such a system helped the

Chevron Corporation cut purchasing

costs by 15 percent and promises an

additional 10 percent in the near fu-

ture. International Business Machines

Storage Products reduced the time re-

quired to update pricing data from as

much as 80 days to five minutes. Au-

todesk Inc. saved enough from inven-

tory reductions alone to pay for the

entire implementation.

So what is the problem with ERP

systems? Is it a question, as some

academic observers suggest, of poor

corporate organization? Or is it, as

some technicians believe, due to a 

real corporate inability to make the

tough decisions necessary for a

profitable implementation?

After more than five years of

helping chief executive officers and

general managers implement ERP sys-

tems, we believe neither of these rea-

sons explains the gap between cor-

porate expectations and results. Our

experience shows ERP difficulties

stem from two issues:

• The company has not made the

strategic choices needed to con-

figure the systems and processes. 

• The implementation process spins

out of business control naturally.

This is inherent in the ERP imple-

mentation process.

ISSUE NO. 1: Getting 

strategic choices made

ERP systems integrate key data and

communications on planning, sched-

uling, purchasing, forecasting and

finance for companies across regions,

products, divisions and functions.

Popular extensions can broaden this

reach to sales, marketing, human re-

sources and other functions. Many of

the examples we will use will draw

from the core ERP functionality, but

the issue of strategic choices be-

comes even more important for a

more comprehensive system. The

system can provide management
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EXHIBIT I
FEW ERP IMPLEMENTATIONS HIT TARGETS
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detailed insight into the operations of

the business. For example, for a man-

ufacturing company, an ERP system

can show how much raw-material in-

ventory is on hand; how much it costs

to manufacture each product, and

where each order is on the shop floor. 

While an ERP system can provide

this information, the key question is,

Should it? 

Stepping back from the ERP sys-

tem — looking at the information,

communication and control functions

it can provide — it becomes clear that

the amount of control over a compa-

ny’s operations that needs to be pro-

vided by the ERP system depends on

the design of the flow of products and

services in the company. 

A complex flow requires much

system control. A well-designed value

chain (e.g., “Product-Aligned Flow,” in

which the product flows using visual

signals and well-defined routes) can

embed many of the controls and oth-

er functions in the business process

simply and far less expensively than

the ERP system possibly could. (See

Exhibit II.) The legacy processes that

are being replaced, by necessity, em-

bedded much of the communication

and control in the business process-

es, and years of learning made this set

of business processes very efficient

and effective. Most implementations

do not recognize and therefore do not

capture this organizational efficiency.

Another celebrated version of

the information, communications

and control choices that companies

miss is exemplified by the famous

Japanese lean production systems. In

these, much of the communication

and control are designed right into

the production system — and the

computer has a very small role. (A

Japanese visitor, after thoroughly ex-

amining a new ERP system in a Unit-

ed States automobile company, said,

“This is a very impressive system. Of

course, we’d have one too if we need-

ed one.”)

Lean production systems deliver

low cost, low overhead, highly effec-

tive communication and control.

How? For example, when a produc-

tion process using Japanese kanban

visual signals needs more raw mater-

ial from a supplier, production work-

ers pull a card and send it to the sup-

plier. No computers, no orders, no

overhead needed. The communica-

tion and control are built into the

process design. Yet United States

companies that are implementing ERP

and lean production techniques often

put a firewall between the two, not

recognizing that this undermines

both. The right answer is to recognize

the decision the company is facing

and make the decision explicit for all

the company’s efforts.

What can go wrong? At one com-

pany, the implementation team in-

stalled the detailed capacity-planning

module of the ERP system, assuming

that the company needed to under-

stand and control capacity in detail

(for example, per shift). In the legacy

environment, detailed capacity plan-

ning had not been an option because

the system was incapable of deliver-

ing it, so shop management got by

with aggregate capacity planning as

needed for staffing and capital deci-

sions (which were made annually or

quarterly). When implemented, the

detailed capacity planning processes

added overhead costs to do work no
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EXHIBIT II
A PRODUCT-ALIGNED PROCESS FLOW
LOWERS SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton
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one had needed before. Tragically, the

level of granularity required in the da-

ta (e.g., detailed, accurate setup and

run times, scrap factors, machine

downtimes) to develop the detailed

capacity estimates accurately was im-

possible to achieve, so the capacity

profiles created were useless. Nobody

bothered to ask if the company in fact

needed detailed capacity planning,

and senior management saw the de-

cision only when it was too late. 

Judy Johnson, program director

for the Integrated Systems Solutions

Company, a subsidiary of the Interna-

tional Business Machines Corpora-

tion, put it this way: “This [is] not a de-

cision to simply buy an I.T. tool — it

[is] a decision on how to shape [the]

business.”

The reality is that an ERP system

locks in the operating principles and

processes for the corporation. Once

the ERP system is installed, the odds

of being able or willing to pay for mo-

difications are close to zero. The cost;

complexity; investment of time and

staff, and implications and politics of

untangling such an expensive invest-

ment prohibit most companies from

tackling this issue. Consequently, it is

important that ERP systems be im-

plemented in a business-driven, cost-

effective fashion from the start.

Management needs to translate

the business strategy/key future com-

petitive advantages into factors for

the implementation. This often re-

quires non-system actions to develop

the physical or business resources to

support the simpler system needs.

For example, in a manufacturing

company, lean manufacturing or al-

ternative supplier relationship initia-

tives may be needed to eliminate the

system-ordering functionality that

adds so much cost and complexity.

The result, of course, is a more

efficient overall delivery process as

the production or other delivery

process embeds low cost communi-

cation and control. 

Fortunately, only a limited num-

ber of critical business decisions re-

quire continuing top-management

ownership. For example, in a manu-

facturing environment, senior man-

agement only has to focus on eight

key areas to determine what actions

should be inside or outside the sys-

tem. (See Exhibit III.)

ERP systems often provide a

backbone of information, communi-

cation and control for a company, 

but managers seldom ask: “Which

information? What communication?

Where should control reside?” Even if

they do ask and answer these ques-

tions, it is sometimes difficult to keep

the decisions intact because the im-

plementation process takes over and

the decisions get recast on the basis

of the system, not the business. 

ISSUE NO. 2: How to keep the

implementation process from

spinning out of control — put

the C.E.O. in charge

The new ERP commandment for se-

nior management is “Put the chief ex-

ecutive officer in charge.” We hasten

to add that we are not referring to the

usual “first commandment” of getting

support from the top. Putting the

chief executive officer in charge

defines a different level of involve-

ment in the implementation process. 

The business case for imple-

menting an ERP system is invariably

built around significant cost reduc-

tions and improved capabilities. The

cost savings are based on reduced

legacy information technology costs

as well as decreased indirect labor, di-

rect labor and inventory costs. Im-

proved capabilities often include

world-class processes, tighter control

and reduced cycle time.

Once the business case is closed,

companies often focus on software

and not business objectives — with an

implicit assumption that the benefits

will follow. At this time, senior execu-

tives typically relegate too much re-

sponsibility to technical experts. They

mistakenly view the endeavor as an in-

formation-technology project, not a

business project. Once management

abdicates its responsibility for control,

the working team is forced to make

critical decisions by default. 

Under this scenario, it is not long

before the implementation begins to

go off track. Well-intentioned people

add “nice to have” functionality that

can exponentially increase the level 

of complexity. Just getting to system 

cutover is a major accomplishment.

Further complications are inevitable; it

is common for an implementation to

extend months beyond cutover be-

cause of unexpected problems such as

missing data, slow response times or

poorly trained staff. Jim Johnson, chair-

man of the Standish Group, estimates

that at least 90 percent of ERP imple-

mentations end up late, over budget or

both. “Once you hit $10 million, the

chances of a project coming in on time
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and on budget are statistically zero.” 

Project managers sensing that

budgets and schedules will soon far ex-

ceed original estimates try to get back

on track by eliminating

the redesign of certain

business and physical

processes. Implementa-

tion teams frantically tai-

lor the new software to fit

existing business prac-

tices. This rarely works. 

As a result, the organi-

zation, having lost sight of

any business objective, im-

plements a crippled system,

or one that is overloaded

with unnecessary functional-

ity. Whether the ERP system

does not have enough capa-

bility or has too much, the com-

pany now has a system that

needs to be fixed. The process

of upgrading or reworking is not

only expensive; it is also almost

too complicated to implement.

Given the investment re-

quired to implement ERP systems,

why are senior managers not more

involved? Our experience suggests

that chief executive officers and 

top managers are simply unsure of

the role they should play. Top execu-

tives and senior managers focus on

objectives and issues, while systems

experts focus on processes. Neither

side can ask the right questions of 

the other. 

On a typical job, the chief execu-

tive might say, “ERP costs me half a

billion dollars — give me some status,

some sense of the results.” The ex-

perts, always beyond budget and be-
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EXHIBIT III
FOCUS ON KEY BUSINESS DECISIONS

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton
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hind schedule, overwhelm senior

managers with technical detail. Senior

executives realize they cannot man-

age what they do not really under-

stand and/or cannot translate into

outcomes. As a result, they withdraw

into pre-project boundaries, an-

nouncing that — despite the experi-

ence with systems implementation

over the past 20 years — they will

control the ERP installation with bud-

gets and schedules. 

Only when management realizes

that an ERP implementation is a com-

plex undertaking can management set

out to make the right choices about

what the company’s ERP system

should do and what it should not.

Then, it can create a process of plan-

ning and implementation that will be

effective. When the technologists

make the technological decisions and

senior management makes the strate-

gic and business ones, the implemen-

tation meets its objectives, budgets

and schedules.

Involvement by the chief execu-

tive officer on a small set of issues will

greatly improve the likelihood of an

implementation that is on budget and

on schedule and that has the capabil-

ities that support the corporate vi-

sion. The chief executive should get

involved in three ways: by clearly out-

lining the organization’s strategic pri-

orities; by involving the organization

at the appropriate level, and by link-

ing management controls and incen-

tives to project success.

C.E.O. ACTION ITEM NO. 1: 

Outline strategic priorities

The C.E.O. must take charge of the

planning step for the ERP system. It

becomes the most important and the

most neglected step in making sure

that the ERP system does what it is

supposed to do. Without a strategic

connection, the ERP system does

what the technicians believe it should

do — and not what is necessarily best

for the company. 

The key is to translate the com-

pany’s vision, and the strategy that re-

sults from that vision, into concrete

priorities, and then decide exactly

how the ERP implementation will help

the company deliver some, but not all,

of these priorities. 

What are the top priorities? How

do they fit in with the industry’s evo-

lution? How do they resolve competi-

tive issues? Which measures of oper-

ating performance are expected to

improve and at what rate?

This front-end process is time-

consuming, and, in some respects, ir-

ritating to most managers who want

to get on with the implementation.

Yet, without it, no ERP system will

work. Some senior executives counter

this argument by saying, “We did ar-

ticulate strategic goals, yet the ERP

implementation is still a nightmare.”

When questioned more closely, we

find that these goals, such as “im-

prove customer service” or “stan-

dardize our processes,” are too gener-

ic. With such objectives, middle

management and staff do not have a

framework for making decisions, and

they generally allow the technologists

to make them. As a result, system pri-

orities remain out of line with corpo-

rate vision and senior managers com-

plain that their ERP system has

unnecessary capabilities, locked-in

complexity and no strategic value.

In a very successful ERP imple-

mentation, Bay Networks developed

four strategic objectives to communi-

cate to its organization and imple-

mentation team:

• Growth: Future business growth will

not be hindered by information-

system capacity. 

• Global Order Administration: Ac-

cept customer orders from any lo-

cation into one system; assign ship-

ment dates to available products in

real time; schedule future ship dates

for products not in stock, and check

order status at any time. 

• Financial Reporting: Have the abili-

ty to run profit and loss queries at

any time on any day. 

• Process Redesign: Focus re-engi-

neering efforts on processes in

which Bay derives its competitive

advantage. The key here is to focus

on priorities.

In two other very successful ERP

implementations (at Owens Corning

and the Compaq Computer Corpora-

tion) senior managers made the deci-

sion to modify the basic ERP software

to match strategic goals. Both com-

panies devoted significant time and

expense to embed in the software key

capabilities that were considered

competitive advantages. Owens Corn-

ing, for example, needed to incorpo-

rate individualized distribution costs

in their quotes. Compaq changed its

manufacturing strategy from “build-

to-stock,” which calls for manufactur-

ing to keep warehouses full, to “build-

to-order,” which runs plants only to fill

consumers’ orders. Compaq adapted
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its production processes and mo-

dified the generic ERP software to

make that shift happen. 

By creating this framework of

strategic priorities, the chief execu-

tive focuses the implementation on

exactly what is critical to the compa-

ny’s vision. In essence, this narrows

the scope and prioritizes the business

objectives within that scope; it cre-

ates absolute necessities. This alone

simplifies the implementation and in-

creases the likelihood of success. The

chief executive, who has the required

strategic insight and vision, is the on-

ly person who can take control at this

level. Chief executives understand the

industry’s evolution, the company’s

competitive position and the next

levers for growth.

C.E.O. ACTION ITEM NO. 2: 

Get the organization involved

Certainly, no one expects a chief ex-

ecutive to design data entry screens,

or a software developer to determine

how the company should face the

market. Yet, in a way, most compa-

nies’ current approach to ERP imple-

mentation seems to require both.

Companies need to establish guide-

lines for involvement — or “rules of

engagement” for different levels in the

organization — so team members un-

derstand how and where their skills

will be utilized and, more important-

ly, what issues they should resolve

and what issues they need to raise to

the next level of management. In most

ERP implementations, these rules are

not clearly defined. As a result, key

strategic decisions are often made by

the implementation team, those least

equipped to make business decisions.

A well-constructed implementation al-

lows the people who best understand

the issue to make the decision. 

The chief executive manages the

inevitable trade-offs among strategic

priorities. Top operating management

is accountable for the operational/tac-

tical trade-offs. The first-line man-

agers and implementation teams

make the detailed design and execu-

tion trade-offs. 

In one company with multiple di-

visions making different airplane sub-

systems, a corporate growth strategy

was to extend past the traditional,

original equipment manufacturer cus-

tomers and serve new markets in ser-

vice and maintenance. This would re-

quire that the divisions work together

in new ways to provide one face to the

new airline customer. The ERP “go”

decision had been a division-level call,

but the chief executive recognized

that local division ERP implementa-

tions would complicate the servicing

of new markets. He mandated that

ERP implementation for these avia-

tion subsystem divisions be done in

concert with the new service strate-

gy. This left the top operating man-

agement to make operational/tactical

trade-offs and the implementation

teams to focus on designing screens,

data structures and detail steps.

In our approach, various levels of

the organization engage in a series of

dialogues, which help move the

process along while aligning it with

key strategic and operating priorities.

The company translates the various

choices that must be made during the

implementation into the right lan-

guage so dialogue can occur through-

out the organization. Fortunately, set-

ting up the process of dialogue is not

difficult. Unfortunately, most ERP

methodologies never mention it.

A meaningful series of ongoing

discussions has to start at the top,

with the chief executive and top man-

agement. The conversation should fo-

cus on implementation issues that af-

fect the achievement of strategic

goals. The chief executive always

keeps in mind the alignment between

the implementation and the strategic

vision, making certain that the top

management team understands the

strategic priorities in a very concrete

way. They discuss the short- and long-

term impact of each trade-off, and

continually monitor how each will af-

fect the way the company meets its

priorities. This will only include the

small set of critical issues.

Armed with a better understand-

ing of the company’s vision, top oper-

ating management then makes the

tactical and operating decisions that

will align the processes and the ERP

system with these goals. In the same

way operating management has an

ongoing dialogue with the chief exec-

utive, it conducts discussions with

the implementation teams, focusing

on operational and tactical alterna-

tives. The goal is to balance physical

and business processes, as well as sys-

tem roles. These decisions often drive

where a new process or control will re-

side — inside or outside the system. 

For example, the management of

raw-material inventory can either be

embedded in processes or designed

into the system. If it is embedded in

T E C H N O L O G Y
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Next Steps for 

he fundamental issue fac-

ing senior management is

to insure that high — and in cer-

tain cases, very high — ERP in-

vestments generate full business

benefits. The promise of the first

wave of ERP installations has

largely not been fulfilled. This is

due not only to the problems in

implementation described in this

article, but also to the fact that

many ERP installations were dri-

ven by the need to solve “year

2000” (or Y2K) compliance prob-

lems and/or were focused on fun-

damental financial applications.

Both of these areas of focus

are by definition not going to

generate major business benefits.

One of the drivers of ERP invest-

ments has been the necessity to

modernize systems due to Y2K.

Obviously, the Y2K problem will

either be resolved or systems will

crash soon after Jan. 1, 2000.

Thus, many installations were

pressed by the Y2K schedule, and

priorities were as simple as possi-

ble: a Y2K fix without the time to

fundamentally rethink business

processes to achieve step changes. 

In the case of the financially

focused applications, the installa-

tion of an ERP does not by itself

generate much business value.

Business value in financial areas

is generated mainly by moving

to shared server operations,

which have been shown to gen-

erate savings of 30 percent to 40

percent.

So what is the next ERP op-

portunity? Simply stated, it lies in

fundamental change in business

operations focused on the “guts”

of an enterprise: channel man-

agement, supply chain optimiza-

tion, demand forecasting and

other operations that can maxi-

mize customer service levels,

minimize inventory levels and

control other costs. These “guts”

applications can be dramatically

changed by examining overall

business processes: Rethink orga-

nizational authority and responsi-

bilities, and select and implement

appropriate ERP applications to

focus on these areas.

The challenges facing senior

management are concentrated in

the development of the strategic

vision, say for the supply chain of

an aerospace component subsys-

tem supplier serving multiple

end-users (original equipment

manufacturers, repair depots, air-

lines, etc.) from decentralized

profit-and-loss-based business

units where the supply chain

must be managed above the

P.&L. sites. This example illus-

trates the key business decisions

and change issues. Once the busi-

ness vision has been developed

and agreed to, the next chal-

lenge is to select the most appro-

priate ERP modules and/or best

of breed bolt-on applications

(e.g., for supply-chain manage-

ment or decision support).

When these decisions have

been made, the challenges of

ERP implementation remain. The

approaches described in the arti-

cle apply.

The end result of successful

next-step ERP applications in the

“guts” of a business have been

shown to generate very sig-

nificant benefits, such as a 40

percent reduction in inventory

with a 30 percent improvement

in customer service levels.

These central or ”gut” ERP

applications represent the real

business value yet to be realized

from the larger ERP system 

investments.

ERP

&SB
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the physical process, visual cues such

as empty bins can signal a need for

more material. If it is controlled by

ERP, the system tracks total available

inventory. When the inventory levels

reach the reorder point in the system,

a purchase order is generated. The

first alternative provides lower cost

with control at an aggregate level,

while the second provides detailed

control, albeit at higher cost. 

The pros and cons of each alter-

native must be weighed against the

priorities of the business, and top

managers are best informed to make

these trade-offs. They understand

both the operational details of a par-

ticular business unit, and the strate-

gic priorities of the business. For ex-

ample, if minimizing raw-material

inventory is a strategic priority or if

inventory costs must be tightly mon-

itored because of fluctuating com-

modity prices, then the detailed con-

trol may be worth the higher cost.

The cost/benefit trade is made

specifically by those best qualified to

make the decision, not by low-level

systems implementers.

Within this overarching frame-

work, the implementation teams and

technologists make the detailed de-

sign decisions. Because they under-

stand the system’s technical aspects

in great detail, as well as each unit’s

operating characteristics, they can

design an optimal system. In a recent

ERP implementation at Autodesk, for

example, senior management decided

that a rapidly changing business en-

vironment could make some of the

ERP benefits disappear. As a result,

management made speedy imple-

mentation a top priority. Aware of this

goal, the implementation team fo-

cused solely on the core functionality

the company needed, ignoring other

“nice to have” features. The result was

an implementation completed in just

six months at the same time the com-

pany re-engineered 25 of its 40 busi-

ness processes. 

C.E.O. ACTION ITEM NO. 3: 

Link management controls, 

incentives to project success

The chief executive can control the

implementation by expressly linking

key controls systems, performance

measures and incentives to strategic

priorities. In this way, the company:

• Prevents false declarations of suc-

cess (the specific criteria are set up

in advance).

• Helps implementation teams resist

“scope creep” and focus on deliver-

ing results.

• Balances systems against business

and physical processes, helping the

company optimize overall business

performance.

Following the successful Au-

todesk implementation, for example,

Bill Kredel, the company’s chief infor-

mation officer, said, “Developing

specific metrics to gauge project suc-

cess and then tying those metrics di-

rectly to each executive’s compensa-

tion played a major role in our

success. Ten percent of the executive

management’s bonus and 20 percent

of the implementation team’s salary

was tied to the success of the pro-

ject.” In a different approach, Bay Net-

works formed a risk-sharing partner-

ship with the systems integrator,

paying the integrator on the basis of

the system’s success. 

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU ARE 

ON TRACK

Once a company commits to an ERP

investment, it spends a great deal of

time and effort determining if the im-

plementation is working. We have

found that, even with our approach, a

large-scale implementationhastotake

some senior management attention

away from the business for a time.

Problems always arise and organiza-

tional infighting can get out of hand. 

Keeping the following in mind

can assist in determining whether the

implementation will succeed:

• Does top management understand

the connection between the system

implementation and the achieve-

ment of strategic goals well enough

to describe the system’s priorities

in strategic terms?

• Is the implementation plan coher-

ent, comprehensive and linked 

to corporate objectives and non-

system-related capabilities?

• Does the process include dialogue

and discussion about the hard

choices necessary between the sys-

tems and other sources of control?

• Does the company buzz indicate

the organization buys into the link

between strategy and system im-

plementation? 

These are key indicators that will

help determine whether an ERP sys-

tem will create a delivery system that

runs like a dream, or a nightmare such

as that faced by FoxMeyer.
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